People assume that somehow getting Christian Nationalists and other such characters in European Government is going to solve many problems. It will not.

Maybe in some cases it will block open wounds which cause massive loss of blood, but this will only happen not because people who bow to Jewsus want it but because our forces will have become unbearable for false Kosher nationalism.

At some point in other words, they will be forced to either act in the way the Gods want, or lose office. This is why recently the so called "populists" have been gaining ground. Because we have enlightened the populace. So, they need to be populists to be elected.

Pseudo-Nationalism was destroyed by Hitler for a reason, even within Germany. And this reason is that there is warmongering involved in such, old feuds, old hatred and many other issues. Which Hitler saw what devastating are the effects of such in WW1. Hitler knew also European history in and out and he knew why these had to be met with a dead end.

And a race who is about to go extinct such as White people has no time for Nationalist wussies, christarded "Nationalists" and other cuckoo's who want to prove who has the biggest "Nationalist balls". It's sort of as if they play gangsta to other and weaker European countries, but they poop their little pants when they are to mention the Jew. Nobody of them does.

In other words, Nationalism if it ever happens. Since most parties are kosher. Will only be a transient step.

All forms of brother warfare between Whites, all negative discrimination, and all intolerance and lack of brotherly spirit (except maintaining TRUE identity of course) must and should be eradicated.

There is no time for games for Europeans. All who stand in opposition to the above, refuse to let go of the past, and play the "Muh Nazi Reparations" and "Muh Hitler Merkul we wuz with Rothschilds in WW2 cuz we waz English n shiet and definitely not bad evil Nazis", they will be flattened by circumstances. You go to London and you understand why Chamberlain was correct.

Except of the ideological problems of the above which are many. Kosher Nationalism is based on Christianity and Christian egotism. It makes people of the same stock divided. And of course, will tolerate all the rapefugees and parasites if left alone. Kosher Nationalists are all about 'the law' and 'christianity'. In other words what is 'legal' and what is 'christian' is also 'Nationalistic enough'. Even if it's imported from Israel.
The Englishman who raised the weapon against the German. If we went a bit back on both of them. We would find they are coming from the same racial tree. The blood that did flow on this day was the blood that could house either their souls in their next life, or might as well has done so in the previous one. All spilled over ignorance and lack of understanding.

Caused by jews, and funneled by so called "Nationalistic urge". When Nationalism is Kosher, then it's great to have wars, and one should be proud. When Nationalism is non-kosher (Such as Hitler's Germany) then this is the evil of the worlds that needs to be eradicated. Mosley, if he bowed to the jews, he would be a very good guy indeed. Since he did not then his Nationalism was invalid and scarcely made it into history books.

The war is on early stages in general, our effort. The enemy drops masks, and now the information war is raging harder than ever. Our aim is to turn people to their Pagan roots and establish Satanism and True Racialism at the top. The people dying in South Africa are not less White than those sleeping peacefully in Sweden somewhere in the mountains and away from the no-go zones, nor they are devalued for existing under a different place.

The end objective is permanent spiritual awakening, banishment of jewish influences, and uniting the people under their true biological family which is race. While smaller sub divisions will exist based on natural mandate. States, empires and small nations come and go.

Social classes change. The greatest sons of Europe were born by humble familiars, and families of social heights and riches have produced good people and imbeciles alike. What remains is the race, the root and the spirit.

Those who raise their nose too high, insist on the jewish curse to cause infighting between all Europeans, and raise high kind of let's say nose as jews forced the British people to do. What has this gained us? London has become a wet dream of Kalergi.

Those who force such deadly pestilences again in Europe get their nose smacked- not by physical hand but by the disciplinary forces of the Gods.

We here have been setting an example of how the world must be in the future. There must be order, but brotherhood. Firmness and aggression, but for proper reasons. All that based on Enlightenment.

The new ranking of society will be based on merits, talents, racial basis, and the feeling of full unity and co-operation. We have no time for vanity.

The last generations were raised in vanity. Those who awakened to the Truth have been reborn and are part of a new generation. One which has understood race.

Hitler offered his hand last century, that the large populace wanted as it was revealed by polls. The jews with some traitors, and a bureaucracy, prevented this.

The world rejected this hand. We work tirelessly so the Gods offer us another hand. Those who reject this will and must be destroyed as traitors.
Glory be to the White Race, and everlasting life.

No more brother wars, and no more White blood ever to be shed by another White Man. This is the Law of the Future.

HAIL SATAN!!!
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